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Using machine learning to stimulate 
ideas for geoscientists
Some ideas for using text analytics in enterprise 
search to surface the unexpected



“O&G Exploration is in 
the ideas business”

Exploration Team Lead 
January 2016

“Oil is first found, in the 
final analysis, in the 

minds of people”
AAPG 

Pratt 1952



increasing the likelihood of search & 
browse user interfaces to facilitate

serendipity (surfacing the 
surprising/unexpected, insightful and 

valuable)

Prepared Mind

Persistence

Immersion in Information-rich 
spaces



Information Searching: Two main goals (Marchionini 2006)

Journal of Knowledge Organization (Cleverley and Burnett 2015)



Enterprise search experiment - 26 Professionals in a case study O&G company
Found only 27% of high value items on average but 60% satisfied.
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Search task user
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Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology (Cleverley and Burnett 2015)



The Five Dimensions of Serendipity in Digital 
Environments (McCay-Peet & Toms 2011)

Introducing variety

Introducing the unexpected

Enabling connections between topics

Triggering divergence

Inducing curiosity



Issues and challenges for search user interfaces
Social search is useful but ill suited some tasks. With collaborative filtering 
(social voting), always a risk of just ‘discovery through the rear view mirror’

Enterprise search tends to focus on Lookup/Known Item not exploratory 
search. People don’t complain in exploratory search ‘we don’t know what 
we don’t know’

Faceted search refiners (prompts, a form of recommendation) to filter 
search results tend to use manual tags. Manually added tags are often 
poorly added to documents (if at all). A few tags cannot represent ‘the 
unusual’ or ‘contextual’ buried in and across reports

Suggesting the interesting & surprising but minimize the distracting. How?



Possible solution: Text embedding's/word co-occurrence

Using word co-occurrence in text, an associative network can be created 
through fast automated unsupervised machine learning. Where each word 
can be converted to numbers (vector) creating an n-dimensional vectorspace. 

Associative Network

Entity Extraction Rules (names of People, Companies, Places
Basins, Blocks/Leases, Projects, Fields, Geological Formations etc.)

Linguistic Knowledge representation (Taxonomy, Ontology)

Large Amounts
of Text

Unsupervised machine learning
e.g. Neural Network Google word2vec

Duhaime, D. (2015)
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Linguistic Knowledge representation (Taxonomy, Ontology)

Large Amounts
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e.g. Neural Network Google word2vec

User 
Interfaces

Duhaime, D. (2015)



Word association networks can be visualized



What are the information need characteristics for word co-
occurrence based search filters? (54 geoscientist & engineers)

A = Unigram (Ranked by frequency of occurrence)
B = Bigram (Ranked by frequency of occurrence)
C = Unigram (Ranked by P. Mutual Information Measure)

D = Two Term Clusters (Topic Modelling)
E = Three Term Clusters (Topic Modelling)
F = Four Term Clusters (Topic Modelling)

Journal of Information Science (Cleverley and Burnett 2014)



Used results in two example stimulants to date
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To what extent can word co-occurrence facilitate serendipity?
(53 geoscientists in two oil and gas companies)

To what extent do current search interfaces
in your organization facilitate serendipitous discovery?

41% - To a moderate/large extent

To what extent could word co-occurrence
techniques facilitate serendipitous discovery?

73% - To a moderate/large extent
Journal of Information & Knowledge Management (Cleverley and Burnett 2015)



Summary: Opportunity to move ‘search’ from just a 
time-saving utility to a value adding creative assistant 

“Using these techniques, word 
associations highlighted new and 
unexpected terms …. This surprising result 
led us to consider a new geological 
element which could impact our 
opportunity”

New Venture Geologist
Multinational Oil & Gas Company

“The research has direct implications for many of 
our own studies at NASA including the efficacy of 
enterprise search..
The concept of ‘Facilitating Serendipity’ offers an 
exemplary model .. that can be communicated 
with groups and individuals at many levels.”  

Office of the Chief Knowledge Officer (CKO)
NASA Johnson Space Centre (JSC)

Email: p.h.cleverley@rgu.ac.uk Blog: www.paulhcleverley.com
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